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Evaluating multicomponent health programmes in public institutions is always a complex task and requires careful planning [1] . Reporting the outcomes in a precise and understandable manner is a further challenge for the researcher [2] .
The points raised by Li et al. [3] are very valid and were also considered by us when writing the paper. Although outlined by Dreyhaupt et al. [4] , not all planned analyses were incorporated in our paper [5] . Since the paper [5] (especially Methods) ended up being considerably substantial, we refrained from adding results of further statistical analyses to the paper. Further, in previous paper concerning crosssectional results of this study, we referred to the respective consideration of clustering effects including adequate statistical methods [6, 7] . Since almost no clustering effects were observed, we refrained from introducing them in the present paper, even due to the associated complexity [2] .
However, we have compared the results of the logistic regression models used and published in the paper with the results of generalised linear mixed models considering possible clustering effects in schools. Only a slight difference between odds ratios (ORs) was derived from the logistic regression models and the ORs from generalised linear mixed models for the variables "soft drink consumption" and "skipping breakfast." Hence, we refrained from explaining and mentioning it in the paper.
To reveal these above-mentioned slight differences between the results published in the paper and those derived from mixed models accounting for clustering, we included Table 1 , which shows the results from both types of analysis. The ORs for our outcome variables physical activity, screen media use, soft drink consumption, and breakfast habits
